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About This Content

It’s time for you to go on the offensive! Enter the Stadium, the most famous landmark in Harran, and delve straight into the
carnage. Go alone or join forces with other survivors to test your combat know-how against relentless hordes of the Infected.

Unlock new skills and become the champion of Harran’s stadium.

Dying Light

Dying Light is a first-person, action survival game set in a vast open world. Roam a city devastated by a mysterious epidemic,
scavenging for supplies and crafting weapons to help defeat the hordes of flesh-hungry enemies the plague has created. At night,

beware the Infected as they grow in strength and even more lethal nocturnal predators leave their nests to feed on their prey.
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MINIMUM:

OS: Windows® 7 64-bit / Windows® 8 64-bit / Windows® 8.1 64-bit

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2500 @3.3 GHz / AMD FX-8320 @3.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM DDR3

Hard Drive: 40 GB free space

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 560 / AMD Radeon™ HD 6870 (1GB VRAM)

DirectX®: Version 11

Sound: DirectX® compatible

Additional Notes: Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are NOT officially supported.

Windows-compatible keyboard, mouse, optional controller (Xbox 360 Controller for Windows recommended)

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Polish,Russian
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I love this franchise. Been playing it for years. However, this one on the computer is horrible. The mobile versions are MUCH
better. I played it to finish the story mode, but I won't be playing it further. I had really been hoping to be able to play it past the
story mode for endless mode, which is one of the best parts of this series. However, It's just way too annoying to do with mouse
and the weird glitches and choppy lag. :[. This game is a sin against god.. Like zombies and ten pin bowling? well you're in for a
treat then... I am enjoying the "you-know-what" out of DvDrum! As a former drummer, I can say that, although I haven't a clue
about the technical stuff in this simulator, I am having an absolute BLAST playing along with my favorite songs. The drum
sounds awesome and I have adjusted cymbals, toms, bass drum and, yes..even the COWBELL to my liking, haha. Man, I gotta
say to all the drummers out there, "Have you ever told your GF, BF, Husband, Wife or your friends that you used to be in a
band and they kinda shrugged and just looked at you with hint of, 'Oh, sure you did' ?" Well, I can say that transitioning from
hands and feet to using your fingers on your keyboard requires practice...the end result is well worth it. Not only are people
believers now, but I am just plain having a blast playing the songs from our band's set list. The sounds are adjustable and this
simulator has a whole bunch of options that I really don't understand, yet. I feel I have only scratched the surface of what can be
done with this program. It has MIDI input, btw, but I pound my mechanical kb mercilessly and it is still holding on with no
breaks or keys falling off. I have also purchased a cheap membrane-type keyboard and it works fine, as well. I will say that
when it comes to playing exactly like a drum set, I have not worked up to keeping time on the hi-hat and cymbals 100% of the
time with my fingers...but I see progress with practice. There's all kinds of programmable stuff for the professional...again,
which I don't "get". I'll have to read about that stuff, sometime.

I would recommend this to my family and friends...I would even recommend DvDrum to a band whose drummer couldn't make
it to the gig! 9.7\/10

EDIT: Dec 19, 217- With practice, I am able to keep time on my hi-hat key(s) while playing with drumless tracks and the sound
comes through better than the original song because "I" control the drum volume and I jack up the crispness of the cymbals for
a really clean, personalized version of my favorite songs. To recap, using just my fingers and my keyboard, I now play the kick
bass, tom toms, snare, cymbals and hi-hat as I hear in most songs. When I initially began using DvDrum, I was hitting only the
snare and kick bass as I played along with music. Proves to me that, with practice, you'll "get it" and will surely blow your
expectations away.. Made sure I finished the game (no spoilers, BTW), and even earned all the achievements.

First of all, the presentation of design is lacking. Of course, it's just a car game in entirely 2D top down. Though on the
bright side, controls are not that hard to use. But as a person with a thing about repetition and cliches, it's the most 
cheapest control design that can be made by anybody. Final thing about design, it's entirely a game developed by beginners.

But underneath this beginner-made game is its uniqueness. The gameplay is enjoyable at least. I enjoyed running from point
A to B. Kinda because I often play delivery guy. The AIs were easy to deal with too. At least they aren't impossible to take
down. Did a lot of grinding for 10-30 minutes so I was able to get far and proceed towards the end of the game. I used every
tactic of what a player would do in a top-down (car) shooter game.

Of course there are several things I would've expected while I was busy trying to finish this game. That problem was: No
conveniences, such as saving armor setups...at least that's the only thing I would've expected.

For a game at a beginner's level, I'd say it's worth my 3 and a half-hours of finishing this entire game. These guys may have
potential for their future game development plans.

Personal Notes: The armor system reminded me of Darkwind.. It was a garbage game at release
It was a garbage game after releasing "Resurrected"
Development has been taken over my a developer known for cheating and all around scummy practices.

You really outdid yourselves on this one guys, I think I can officially say that this is the WORST game I have in my steam
library.
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Has Amon Tobin in it.
What else needs to be said?
And, yes... It's still the best Splinter Cell around.. Put in 700+ hours into the game. Only to be banned for using "inappropriate
Username".
To be honest, TOS isn't that good. i just enjoyed playing it with some friends, Skip out on this Game. Buy Throne of Lies for a
better time.

The Group that put this game together almost never add updates and when they do it's skins for you to buy.
The small community left in TOS are just people who were grandfathered into the game from when it was FTP.

So long story short. TOS is a dying game with very little player activity especially with Coven DLC (don't buy coven) and a non-
existant development team. Unless they need money from you of course.. That dub is killing me. nice try TaiWan. I am not sure
if this dev is still working on this he said that is was probably gonna be updated in early 2018 but... its like pretty much mid year
2019. it is also kinda just plain you just do the same thing pretty much for every time you play. The price should really be toned
down a notch especially if the developer does not even work on it feel bad for people who bought this for the VR experience
and was ready it is not at all worth it. Please PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE i'm begging you to save that 15 dollars and go spend it
on some food or a more worth it steam game maybe even invest in stocks just do not buy it. To put it in simple form: 0\/1000.
Garbage day is more of a garbage rip off that steals your 15 dollars and never gives it back until a refund.. This game has
potential but they spent to much time on the new dlc which you have to pay a heavy amount of money for. The base game is far
from complete in my opinion. There are still a lot of bugs and the choices for interior design are very limited and haven't been
updated in a very long time. The new garden update still has a lot of bugs as well. I would not suggest buying the game until it is
finished. You might have fun for a little while but you will eventually become frustrated. This game will take a long time to
complete. I would check back in about year.. I usually skip walking sims horror games or horror game where you can't defend
yourself but i can't resist the black & white style, Noir setting, and the locked angel camera. White Night story and gameplay is
a bit "meh" and interesting at the same time that you can complete in around 4-6 hours or less if you know exactly what to do.
also Clair De Lune is one of the amazing soundtracks in the game. the game is surprisingly good but there is no reason to jump
back in the game once you complete it.
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